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Installation accessories
Video floor
distribution
block
Item 346840

The floor distribution block can make video systems
with a star distribution of the wiring.
The distribution block has much reduced dimensions
for easier positioning, above all during the renovations,
even with the installation inside the round boxes.
It is also possible to make systems with mixed wiring
risers, where a part can be of IN/OUT type and the
other part is used for the floor distribution block.

The dip-switches are normally in OFF position
(hypothesis of 4 connected monitors); if one output is
not used, one dip-switch must be shifted to ON
position; if two outputs are not used, two dip-switches
must be shifted to ON position and so on.
Please remember that on the last floor distribution
block placed on a riser, the pair of IN/OUT terminals
must always be used for the connection of a monitor;
this is necessary to adapt the impedance of the riser
itself.

The microswitches must be set on the device.

Line amplifier
Item 346870

The line amplifier is an accessory that, in video systems
made with non-twisted cables (with section
≥ 0.28mm2), can increase the distance between the
entrance panel and the furthest away internal unit
from 50 metres to a maximum of 100 metres.

Moreover, the amplifier offers the following
advantages:
- It must not be configured

- It must not be supplied

- It can be installed in round box, thanks to its
reduced dimensions.

It is possible to install up to a maximum of 18 internal
units (audio internal units and video internal units) on
the new riser line, generated by the amplifier.

The device must not be configured.

PI P2 P3

IN
OUT PI P2 P3 P4

OFF

ON

PI P2 P3

IN OUT

2

3

1

1 2

Description:
1 - 4 outputs for the monitors (P1, P2, P3, P4)
2 - input/output of riser (IN-OUT) on the same pair of

terminals
3 - three dip-switches, whose function is to adapt the

impedance depending on the number of outputs
used

346840

Description:
1 - BUS input connection terminals
2 - BUS output connection terminals

346870
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Installation accessories
2-wire/PABX
interface
Item 346810

The 2-wire/PABX interface can connect a telephone
switchboard (335818 or 335828) to the 2-wire (video)
door entry system and have the door entry functions
directly in the telephones.
By typing the short codes on the telephone pushbutton
panel, the item can also perform as follows:
- to open, when unoperative, the door lock of any

entrance panel of the system

The intercom function is very important because:
- the limit of the 2-wire system is exceeded by a

maximum of 5 intercommunicating apartments
- it is possible to have the intercom between all the

apartments of the system keeping the wiring entirely
with the 2 wires.

The interface can manage up to two distinct audio
internal units and/or two divisions (for a system with
PABX Item 335828).

Inside an apartment, the interface can be installed in
parallel to a 2-wire internal unit; if a door entry call
arrives, one can answer from either the (video) audio
internal unit or the telephones.

For each interface, it is possible to install from one to
three audio entrance panels (Item 335902) for private
apartment in which the PABX is installed; this condition
allows to have additional pushbuttons at the apartment
entrance (landing).

3

2

1

Description:
1 - Connection terminals to the telephone switchboard.
2 - Configurator housing.
3 - Connection terminals to the BUS of the 2-wire

system, using the video system, connect to the
BUS-IU.

The device must not be configured.

Repropagator
distribution
block
Item 346180

The repropagator distribution block Item 346180 is a
system accessory that can make complex systems.
This item allows to make the risers of a big installation
as if they were indipendent systems. These risers
integrate among them and the remaining installation
by means of the distribution block, with the advantage
that each riser has independent speaker and video
and its operation can not be compromised by possible
faults in the remaining installation.
Depending on how it is configured, it can make risers
with more than 100 devices or systems with more than
40 risers.
(refer to section “Configuration”)

The device is in a DIN-6 module plastic enclosure.

Description:
1 - Configurator housing.
2 - Backbone 8-wire connection terminal.
3 - Riser 8-wire connection terminal.

The device must not be configured.

IN

OUTPI1

PI2

PI4

PI3

1 43

5 6

1 2 43

5 6 87

1 43

5 6

124 3

568 7

IN

OUT1

PE OUT

2

87

2

87

3

1

2

346180
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Installation accessories

PE

IN 1 2 3 4
5 6 7 8

1 2 3 4
5 6 7 8

1 2 3 4
5 6 7 8

BUS PI BUS TK
PS 2 1

OUT M

OUT

M1 N1 M2 N2

JM
P

PE OUTM

IN OUT

1

5
6

7

2

3 48/2-wire
interface
Item 346150

The 8/2-wire interface is a device that can make mixed
video door entry systems with common backbone
made with the digital system and many risers made
with the 2-wire system. Ideal in making much extended
systems because the functional advantages of the
digital system (switchboard, CCTV, riser
indipendence), are combined with those of the 2-wire
installation (simplified wiring, intercom, absence of
local power supply of the monitors). The device must
be used together with the power supply Item 346000.
In making a system with a local entrance panel, the
latter can be wired in 2-wire or 8-wire mode. Made in
plastic enclosure DIN-6 modules.

Description:
1 - Configurator housing.
2 - Backbone 8-wire connection terminal.
3 - Local 8-wire entrance panel connection terminal.
4 - Power supply and 2-wire riser connection terminal.
5 - Power supplied device signalling LED (stand-by).
6 - Local conversation signalling LED.
7 - Backbone conversation signallling LED.
Note: The three flashing LEDs signal a device
configuration error.

The device must not be configured.

PE

IN 1 2 3 4
5 6 7 8

1 2 3 4
5 6 7 8

1 2 3 4
5 6 7 8

BUS PI BUS TK
PS 2 1

OUT M

OUT

M1 N1 M2 N2

JM
P

BUS PI BUS TK

PS 21

OUT M

BUS 12

~230V

8

1 2 43

5 6 87

2

8

8

2

PE

IN 1 2 3 4
5 6 7 8

1 2 3 4
5 6 7 8

1 2 3 4
5 6 7 8

BUS PI BUS TK
PS 2 1

OUT M

OUT

M1 N1 M2 N2

JM
P

BUS PI BUS TK

PS 21

OUT M

BUS 12

~230V

88

2

2

346150
346000

(IU)

(EP)

Other EP or
switchboard

346150
346000

Other EP or
switchboard

(EP)

(IU)

Local 8-wire EP connection Local 2-wire EP connection
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9

8

6

5

4

3

2 1

7SCART
interface
Item 391469

It can visualize on the television set the images coming
from the video door entry system (analog, digital,
PABX with video distributor) as a result of a call made
from the entrance panel. It is connected to the system
as a normal video internal unit and to the television set
by means of a common SCART socket; it has also
another SCART output for the connection to a
videorecorder.
The different connection modes allow:
- to use the television set as an additional monitor to

an analog or digital video door entry system.
- to use the television set as an additional monitor to

a fixed or cordless telephone (in systems with
PABX switchboard and video distributor). From
the cordless it will be possible to control electric
door lock, staircase lights switching on, cyclical
activation of the cameras (if present), activation of
any remote operating relay.

- to use the television set as an additional monitor to
a digital one-family system with function of home
CCTV (automatic switching on between the
checking cameras).

An ON/OFF microswitch allows to choose that the
television switches on automatically to AV (ON position)
when one is watching a TV channel and a call is
received.
In OFF mode, the switching is made manually by
pressing the AV key on the television remote control.
The interface has a relay contact (normally open)
which closes for about 1 minute when the call from the
entrance panel arrives.
Properly connecting the relay to a videorecorder that
can be automatically switched on, it will be possible to
automatically activate the audio and video recording
when the call from the entrance panel arrives.
It is also possible to adjust the width of the video
signal by means of a potentiometer positioned on the
device.

Description:
1 - Connector for the connection to the digital riser.
2 - Connector for the connection to the floor

distribution block of an analog or digital system.
3 - Configurator housing:

P= addresse of the entrance panel (EP);
N= SCART interface local addresse;
MOD= system mode.

4 - Connecting connector for the IR receiver.
5 - Connecting connector of the SCART interface to

the videorecorder (VCR) by means of a standard
cable.

6 - Operating mode selection:
ON= automatic switching;
OFF= manual switching.

7 - Relais contact (normally open).
8 - Connecting connector of the SCART interface to

the television set (TV) by means of a standard
cable.

9 - Video signal width adjustment.

The device must not be configured.
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332550
332510

Installation accessories
Staircase
light
actuator
or sundry
devices
Item 346200

It must be used in installations made with 2-wire and
digital systems, to control the lights or other devices.
Relay features
Voltage: 230V a.c.
Current: 6A resistive

2A inductive cos ϕ = 0.5
SELV device.
Digital system
To control timed staircase lights with Pivot audio
internal units connect wire 14 to the terminal. With Pi-
vot video internal units jumper terminal 14 with 8. Using
Sprint audio internal units, fitted as standard with just
a pushbutton for the door lock, an extra pushbutton
item 337430 must be fitted. The pushbutton terminals
must be connected to wires 14 and 1.

NC C NO

local
pushbuttons

to the device to be
controlled

346200

configurator
housing

BUS
IN BUS

OUT

Door lock
actuator
item 346230

This device controls an electric door lock using the
dedicated internal unit key.

The device must be configured.

2-wire system
It is connected with just 2 wires to power supply Item
346000 (4 wires to power supply Item 346010) and
can supply an electric door lock without any local
transformer.

Jumper to be
removed if an
auxiliary transformer
(max 4A) is used

The device must be configured.

jumper to be removed
to use an auxiliary

transformer

Digital system
It is connected with 4 wires to power supply item
336010 and can supply an electric door lock with no
local transformer.
A local transformer can be used, however.

342160

342240

346000 or
346010

pushbutton in the
entrance-hall

S+ S- = 18V 4A impulsive
250mA holding current

3

6
7
8

4

2
1

5

1 2 PL S+ S-

S+ S- = 18V 4A impulsiviA
S+ S- + S = 250mA mantenimentA o

346230

pulsante atrio

4

BUS 5-61 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

8

336010

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

1 2 43

5 6 87

230V
 

a.c.

OUT

8

230 c.a.

pushbutton in the
entrance-hall

S+ S- = 18V 4A impulsive
250mA holding current
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Installation accessories
Device in modular DIN casing (6 modules); fitted with
4 inputs to which L/L/LT or separate cameras or Sfera
video door entry entrance panels can be connected.
The switch accepts in input the video signals of
differential type (twisted pair).
This Item can alarm the 4 entrances.
Absorption: standby = 15mA operation 120mA in
alarm = 500mA.

4-input
camera
switcher
Item 391467

Device in modular DIN casing (6 modules) for an
apartment: fitted with 2 inputs to which private
apartment L/L/LT, separate or Minidome cameras or
Sfera analog door entry entrance panels can be
connected. Private cameras can only be controlled by
the main audio internal unit.
For cameras with balanced output signal (coax) a
converter for the video signal Item 337300 must be
fitted.
This device can automatically switch on the 2 inputs.
Input current: standby = 20 mA operation = 100 mA.

2-input
camera
switcher
Item 391468

Device in 6 module modular DIN casing to which an
internal or external camera can be connected.
The device can be wired at any point of the digital
stretch between entrance panel and floor distribution
blocks, or to a video mixer input (Item 346960).
Input current: standby = 14 mA operation = 30 mA.

Interface
for digital
systems
Item 346820

This device must be used to connect any separate or
minidome camera to the camera switcher inlet or to the
camera interface.
The connection between converter and camera must
be made with coaxial wire, while the stretch between
camera switcher and converter must be made with
twisted pair.

Video signal
converter
Item 337300

This device must be used in combination with the
speaker module Item 342160 to implement the home
CCTV functions in digital systems.

Floor
distribution
block
Item 346190

1 43

5 6 87

1 2 43

5 6 87

1 43

5 6 87

2 2

IN

OUTPI1

PI2

PI4

PI3

124 3

568 7

124 3

568 7

124 3

568 7

346190

4 3 76

8 9 2210

11243

2568 7

1241 4

409 5

4 3 76

8 9 2210

4 3 76

8 9 2210

437 6

8922 1039

391467
PEA

PEBOUTAUX

PEDPEC

391468
PEBPEA

124 3

568 7

1 2 43

5 6 87

1 2 43

5 6 87

1 2 43

5 6 87

OUT

IN

1 43

5 6 87

1 2 43

5 6 87

1 43

5 6 87
-L+C S

C1A12 NO

2 2

PE

AUX

IN OUT

346820

337300337300

The device must be configured.

The device must be configured.

The device must be configured.

The device must not be configured.

The device must be configured.
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Installation accessories - Cameras

N.B.: Camera C-NO max 30V - 1A

Internal camera (with earth-leakage video output) which
can be flush mounted or wall mounted using BTicino
catalogue articles.
It has a pivoting lens to optimise the field of view.
In the front part of the device there is a microphone so
that from the entrance panel handset one can hear
what is happening near the camera when it is switched
on.
On the back of the device there is a microswitch which
is used to adapt the video signal when the maximum
distance between camera and furthest away internal
unit (or riser distribution block in digital systems) is
greater than 400 m.
Position the cameras at least 180 cm from the ground.

Features:
- Sensor: from 1/3”
- Lens: “semi pin-hole” 3.7 mm
- Power supply: 20 to 27 V d.c.
- Input current: 170 mA
- Interlace: 2:1
- Scanning standard: CCIR
- Horizontal frequency: 15625Hz
- Vertical frequency: 50Hz
- Definition at the image centre: 380 horizontal lines
- Automatic linear adjustment of the brightness
- Balanced video output ± 1 Vpp on 56 ohm
- Immediate switching on
- Operating temperature: –5 to +35°C
Only very low safety voltage lines can be connected to
the C-NO and C-NC camera terminals (Max 30V-1A).

Switching on the field of view lamp
Using a Living Int., Light or Light Tech camera when the
camera is switched on a lamp can be switched on to
illuminate the field of view.

Black and
white cameras
Item 391612,
Item 391613,
Item 391614

1 2 NC3

C NO 87

NO
C
-
+

NO
C
1
2
3
7
8

230V~

391612
391613
391614

L4499
N4499

-25°

+30°

-30°

+25°

230V~

Caution
The cameras must not face direct light sources
(e.g. lamps, sunlight, reflecting surfaces, etc…).

L < 400m

400 < L < 600m

The devices must not be configured.
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Installation accessories - Cameras
Standard
black and
white camera
Item 391601

Description
  1 - Lens coupling: CS coupling;
  2 - Camera fastening screws: on the wall, in a case,

etc.;
  3 - Setting of the lens back focus;
  4 - IRIS terminal: connect when using a lens with

automatic iris;
  5 - Connector for video output (BNC);
  6 - Power supply cord: connected to the 230V a.c.

network;
  7 - AES (automatic electronic shutter) switch: to

switch on the AES mode with lenses with manual
iris, position the switch on ON. Position on OFF
when using lenses with automatic iris;

  8 - SENS UP switch: to increase the sensitivity,
position this switch on ON;

  9 - BLC switch for backlight compensation: for views
with backlighting position this switch on ON;

10 - ALC level; potentiometer to set the video output
level when using lens with automatic iris;

11 - V-PHASE: potentiometer to set the vertical
synchronism for systems with several cameras.

This camera is set up to use lenses with CS coupling.
Optics with C step can be used by using a suitable
adapter.
The type of lens must be chosen on the basis of the
images which the camera must take.

Features
- Power supply: 230V a.c. / 50Hz
- Absorption: 0.03A
- Sensor: 1/3” black and white CCD
- Image components: 512 (H) x 582 (V)
- Scanning area (mm): 4.92 (H) x 3.67 (V)
- Scanning system: 2:1 interlaced
- Scanning frequency: 15625kHz (V) / 50Hz
- Synchronisation system: Line-lock
- Resolution: 380 lines horizontal / 400 vertical
- Minimum lighting: 0.09 Iux F1.2 sens-up in ON

position
- AGC (automatic gain control): yes
- Output signal:  1.0 Vpp, 75Ω, CCIR compatible
- Signal/noise ratio: more than 46 dB
- AES (automatic electronic shutter): yes
- Automatic iris connector: 4P (DC / VIDEO)
- Operating temperature: –10°C +50°C
- Room humidity: 30%
- Dimensions (l x h x d): 60  x 60  x 120mm
- Weight: 680g

SENS UP
BLCAES

ON

OFF

7 8 9

ALC
LEVEL

V-PHASE

10 11

2

2
1

4

35

6

DC VIDEO

Telecamerae

Obiettivov
Camera

Lens
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Installation accessories - Cameras
Black and
white camera
with
integrated
optics
Item 391621

Description

1 - Front cover
Remove to adjust the zoom or focus

2 - Camera mounting
To mount a camera on bracket, tripod, etc.
(1/4"-20UNC thread)

3 - Video output
Connect to a monitor, etc. (BNC connector)

4 -  Power cord
Connect to 230V a.c. power supply

5 - Camera control switches

Use of the camera

Adjust the zoom and focus.
1 - Remove the two screws under the front cover and

remove in the direction indicated by the arrow.
2 - Adjust the zoom [T(TELE) ↔ W(WIDE)] and  focus

[N(NEAR) ↔ ∞] by turning the lens levers.
3 - After adjustment, mount the front cover. Engage

the two claws located in the inside the front cover.
Note: Be careful when mounting the front cover.

Adjustments

1 - BLC (Back Light Control) switch (Set on OFF
at the factory).

2 - SENS-UP switch (Set on OFF at the factory)
Turn this switch ON to increase the sensitivity.

3 - V-PHASE (Vertical sync. phase adjustment)
To adjust the vertical sync. phase when using
two or more Line-Lock cameras, turn the knob
of the potentiometer clockwise or
counterclockwise.

4 - ALC LEVEL
Adjust the video output level of the IRIS.

Features
Power supply 230V a.c.+10%  50Hz + 0.5Hz
Absorption about 0.015 A
Detector 1/3” Black& White interline-

transfer CCD
Effective picture
element 512 (H)x 582 (V)

Scanning area 4.92 mm (H)x 3.67 mm (V)
Scanning system 2:1 interlaced
Scanning frequency
(H)(V) 15.625 kHz 50 Hz

Synchronisation
system Line-lock

Resolution 380 lines TV (H)400 lines TV (V)
Recommended
lighting 50 lux

Sensitivity Built-in (Factory-set
adjustment at OFF)
Backlight Built-in (Factory-set
control at OFF)
ALC control Built-in
Output signal VS 1.0Vpp,

75Ω,CCIR,compatible
Power terminal Power cord
Room temperature -10°+50°C
Room humidity 30%~90%
Dimensions (l x h x d) 60 x 60 x 153mm
Weight 800g

Zoom
Focus
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Installation accessories - Cameras
Black and
white camera
12V d.c.
Item 391616

Description

1 - BNC video output.
2 - Electronic shutter switch,

CCIR speed 1/50 - 1/100000 second.
3 - Video/DC automatic iris switch.
4 - Power supply indicator light.
5 - Automatic iris output.
6 - Potentiometer DC VR: image brightness

adjustment using lenses with automatic iris.
7 - D.C. jack.

Description

1 - Adapter ring to install a C lens (supplied).
2 - Adapter ring for CS lens; we recommend removing

the C lens adaptor ring while using CS lens.
3 - Holes for shelf fastening (1/4"-20T).
4 - BNC connector for video output.
5 - Holes for fastening CS lens adapter ring.

If you need to adjust the CS adapter ring, use an
allen wrench to loosen the screws and then finely
adjust the length of the CS ring to the lens focal
range. Finally tighten both screws.

6 - Enclosure.
7 - Fastening base. If a shelf support is used, you can

move the base up or down as required.

Installation procedure
- Select a suitable lens to meet installation

requirements.
- Check that the lens is C or CS type.
- Place the fastening base in the most suitable

position (up or down).
- Plug in 12V d.c. power supply; please check that

power supply indicator is switched on.
- Adjust the lens focus. Then decide whether you

need to adjust the depth of CS adapter ring.
- Adjust the camera depending on the installation

conditions.

1

2

4

6

Image devices SONY CCD SENSOR 1/3" interline
Picture elements Total: 537 (H) x 597 (V)

Effective: 500 (H) x 582 (V)
Scanning system CCIR standard 625 lines, 25 frame/sec
Synchronisation system Internal
Horizontal resolution 420 TV lines
Electronic shutter control Switch ON/OFF;  (1/50 - 1/100000) CCIR
Mechanical iris Video command / DC command Auto Iris Lens Connector
Gamma 0.45
Minimum lighting 0.1 Lux/ F 1.2
Video output level 1Vpp / 75Ohms, composite
Video S/N ratio 48 dB (AGC OFF)
Operating temperature - 10°C + 50°C
Temperature at rest - 30°C + 80°C
Power supply 12V c.c. ± 1.2V
Absorption 100mA typical
Dimensions (l x h x d) 50 x 50 x 110mm
Weight 305g

5

7 3

Features

2
3

6 5

1 7

4
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Installation accessories - Cameras

Features
Detection element sensor 1/3” CCD
Effective picture elements CCIR: 500H x 582V
Horizontal resolution more than 420 lines
Vertical synchronizing frequency 15,625kHz
Horizontal frequency 50Hz
Scanning system interlace 2:1
Video output CCIR 1Vpp, 75Ohm
Lens 3.6mm
Power supply 12Vd.c. (+ 10%)
Absorption 150mA max
Operating temperature from -10°C a ~ +50°C

Minidome
black and
white
camera
Item 391615

Operation and adjustment
- Adjust the horizontal angle in the correct position;

pivot the camera in the correct position.
- Install the cover making the transparent dome

correspond to the camera.

Electronic shutter
The minidome camera incorporates an electronic
shutter up to 100000 sec.

Support
Camera

Cover

Standard
colour
camera
Item 391622

Use CS-mount lenses. It is also possible to use C-
pitch lenses with a suitable adapter. The type of lens
must be choosen as for the camera Item 391601.

Features
Power supply 230V a.c. 50Hz
Sensor 1/3” CCD colour
Picture element 500 (H) x 582 (V)
Scanning system 2:1 interlaced
Scanning frequency 15625kHz (V) 50Hz
Synchronisation system Line-Lock
Output signal PAL 1.0Vpp, 75Ohm
AES (Automatic Electronic
Shutter) Yes

Resolution 330 lines (Horizontal)
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Installation accessories - Lenses
Lenses Even if considered as a camera accessory, the lens

has a determining function inside a CCTV system and
if wrongly choosen, can compromise the correct
operation of the system.
From a mechanical point of view, this device is made
up of a set of lenses that can modify the course of the
rays that cross it focusing the image on the sensor.
For a correct choice of the lens, the following essential
parameters must be considered:

1) The necessary field of view
The lens must be suitable for distances and width
of the zone to record.
The parameter to be considered is the focal length “f”.
The most suitable focal length for viewing a
determined scene can be obtained from the
following formula:

Focal =       Horizontal dimension of the ccd x D

    B

Where:
D is the existing distance between the camera and
the point of view (see D in the figure).
B is the width of the field that one desires to view
(Horizontal dimension see B in the figure).

The CCD dimensions are usually obtainable from the
technical features of each camera, starting from the
sensor format, that can be 1/4”, 1/3”, 1/2”, 2/3”. The
horizontal dimensions of the CCD for the various
formats are the following:
1/4”     :   3.6mm
1/3”     :   4.8mm
1/2”     :   6.4mm
2/3”     :   8.8mm

All our cameras are 1/3”.

Example:
-Camera with 1/3” sensor
-D = 14m
-B = 7m

The Focal results:
4.8  x 14  =  9.6mm

      7

After calculating the focal, one chooses the lens with
immediately lower focal, in our example, it is 8mm.

2) Conditions of room lighting
It is important to consider the type of lighting (fixed
or variable), possible reflections, natural or artificial
lights in the rooms in which the camera is installed.
For example, if the light condition in which the lens
must operate are fixed, one can use a manual lens,
because after being adjusted, it does not need any
other adjustments (adjusting the iris, the amount of
light that arrives to the sensor is adjusted). On the
other hand, in case of lighting change, the iris
should be adjusted; a manual iris lens is usually
used in internal installations.
To avoid this problem quickly and automatically,
just use automatic iris lenses (autoiris) that can
automatically adjust the iris depending on the light
variations.

3) Brightness of the lens
The brightness of the lens is the capacity to make
more or less light pass on the camera sensor. Such
feature is expressed by parameter F. For the
adjustable iris lens (manually or automatically), the
parameter F varies between two values: Fmin e
Fmax. The Fmin is to be considered on low lighting
condition. The smaller the Fmin is (e.g.: 1.0) the
more the lens can make light pass.
(a lense with Fmin from 1.0 is better than one with
Fmin from 1.4)
The Fmax is to be considered on high lighting
condition.
The bigger the Fmax is (e.g.: 360), the more the lens
can close.
(a lens with 360 Fmax is better than one with 64
Fmax)

The lenses used in our system are the following:

- Varifocal lenses: when installing, they can vary the
focal depending on what is to be framed.

- Autoiris lenses: The adjustment of the iris opening/
closing is automatically made to guarantee the best
performance in case of variable incident light. This
lens can best view on different light conditions.

- Varifocal autoiris lens: Can perform both functions
previously described.

- Varifocal autoiris semi-aspherical lens: The lenses
have been purposely projected for good
performances in case of low brightness.

- Lenses with motorised zoom: The zoom and focus
of the lens are adjustable with the help of a remote
keypad.

D

H

B
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Installation accessories - Lenses

Item Format f F Type of mount
Varifocal autoiris 391624 1/3” 3.3 - 8mm 1.4 - 360 CS
Varifocal manual 391625 1/3” 3.3 - 8mm 1.4 - close CS
Varifocal autoiris 391626 1/3” 6 - 60mm 1.6 - 360 CS
Varifocal autoiris semi-aspherical 391627 1/3” 3.3 - 8mm 1.0 - 180 CS
Manual 391629 1/3” 2.8mm 1.4 - close CS
Manual 391630 1/3” 8mm 1.4 - close CS
Manual 391631 1/3” 4mm 1.4 - close CS
Autoiris 391632 1/3” 4mm 1.2 - 256 CS
Autoiris 391633 1/3” 8mm 1.2 - 360 CS
All the lenses are without video amplifier (D.C. control)

Iris Automatic
Operation Focus Motorised

Zoom Motorised
Focal length 6 - 60 mm
Picture format 1/3”
Opening F 1.4-360

Diagonal W53.1°  T5.7
Viewing angle Horizontal W43.6°  T4.6°

Vertical W33.4°  T3.5°
Rear focal length 11.71mm
M.O.D. 1.5m
Filter measurement Ø 46 mm  P = 0.75
Dimensions (l x h x d) 65.0 x 75.3 x 102.5mm
Weight about 500g

Lenses

Lenses with
motorised
zoom
Item 391628

Features

Input voltage 6V c.c.
Consumption max. 50mA
Motor drive speed about 3 seconds

Focus/Zoom

Features

The focus adjustment of the autoiris lenses must be
made on low brightness condition. Actually, a focus
adjustment made on low brightness condition is correct
even on high brightness condition (because the depth
of the low brightness field is lower than that with high
brightness). On the contrary, the focus adjustment

made on high brightness conditions can produce out-
of-focus images with lack of light. Therefore, it is
essential to make the focus at night or to put a light
filter in front of the lens (for example, a very dark glass
or several glasses).
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Technical features

PABX

Description:
  1 - Mains power supply 230V a.c. 50 to 60 Hz.
  2 - Staircase light relay (operation/remote operation).
  3 - Extensions from 401 to 408. Connection 1 for

telephone 401; emergency telephone line 1 and a
fast line can be programmed.

  4 - Connector for PC connection for switchboard
programming.

  5 - Connector for back-up battery (not available).
  6 - Green 230V power ON LED.
  7 - Telephone line.
  8 - Earth terminal to protect the telephone lines inside

the switchboard.
  9 - Red LED to check correct operation.
10 - Speaker module of the door entry system or riser

interface and video distributor.
11 - Relay for operation/remote operation.
12 - On-hold music from outside source.

Analog
telephone
switchboard
Item 335818

General features
The switchboard can make systems for communication
in homes and offices combining the telephone services
with the video door entry services.
Another telephone can be connected in parallel to each
telephone.
Commands such as opening the door lock or switching
on the staircase lights can be activated by telephone.
Or, by purchasing the relay expansion module (Item
335916) further devices can be operated, such as
opening the drive gate or other.

Because of its ease of use and the flexibility of its
services, the switchboard is particularly suitable for
use in homes (one-family or multi-family), shops or
offices. Full compatibility is guaranteed both with pulse-
dialling telephones, with impulse dialling (such as dial
telephones) and with telephones with touch-tone
keypads, with tone dialling.
Any type of telephone can thus be used, including two-
standard telephones (pulse-dialling/touch tone),
cordless telephones and office equipment (faxes,
answering machines, modems). Not all the switchboard
services and performance can be used with pulse-
dialling telephones.

Programming
The functions and modes of operation are defined in
the programming and personalisation phase. The
programming can be done from any extension of the
system itself by entering simple codes and remains
permanently saved until the user modifies it (a special
code prevents programming by unauthorised people).
The programming can also be done using the “TIPBX”
software and the connection cable for Personal
Computer Item 335919.

Caution
To guarantee correct operation of the PABX
switchboard the earth connection must be made in
compliance with the regulations in force.

230V±10%   0,11A   50Hz

PRI C NO (230V~ 50Hz) 1 2 3 4 6 7 8
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PABX
Analog
telephone
switchboard
Item 335818

Installation: on DIN rail with 10 modules

Capacity:
external telephone lines 1 (analog)
telephones or extensions 8

Compatibility with video door entry systems:
analog system with interface Item 335910 and distributor Item 335918
2-wire system with interface Item 346810
digital system with interface Item 335910 and distributor Item 335918

Connections:
connection of extensions 2-wire with telephone pair ≥ 0.28mm2

max. distance of extensions 200m
connection of telephone lines 2-wire

Dialling system: pulse-dialling / touch-tone

Power supply:
power line voltage 230V a.c. ±10%
power line frequency 50 to 60Hz
required power 20VA
dissipated power 12W

Staircase light contact (remote controlled): 6A resistive — 2A inductive 230V a.c.
Overvoltage and overcurrent protection: differential and common mode integration with earth
on telephone lines conductor on the relative terminal

Mechanical and environmental features:
Weight 900 gr
Operating temperature 0°C - 40°C

Service programming: from any telephone or by means of PC from connector IOIOI

Emergency service: in case of power supply cut, the telephone 401 allows
to directly access the telephone line

Normative references
The Items 335818 comes with the CE Declaration of Conformity and complies with the essential requirements
of the 1999/5/CE directive because the following standards are observed:

EN 60950 EN 50081-1 EN 50082-1 ETSI TBR21 ETSI ES 201187 V 1.1.1
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PABX
Analog
telephone
switchboard
Item 335828

General features
The switchboard can make systems for communication
in homes and offices combining the telephone services
with the video door entry services.
In the basic version it can manage 2 telephone lines, 1
door entry/video door entry line and 8 telephones.

Basic telephone switchboard Extension
expansion

module

Local line
expansion

module

Actuator
expansion

module

Use
Because of its ease of use and the flexibility of its
services, the switchboard is particularly suitable for
use in homes (one-family or multi-family), shops or
offices. Full compatibility is guaranteed both with pulse-
dialling telephones, with impulse dialling (such as dial
telephones) and with telephones with touch-tone
keypads, with tone dialling.
Any type of telephone can thus be used, including two-
standard telephones (pulse-dialling/touch tone),
cordless telephones and office equipment (faxes,
answering machines, modems). Not all the switchboard
services and performance can be used with pulse-
dialling telephones.

Programming
The functions and modes of operation are defined in
the programming and personalisation phase. The
programming can be done from any extension of the
system itself by entering simple codes and remains
permanently saved until the user modifies it (a special
code prevents programming by unauthorised people).
The programming can also be done using the “TIPBX”
software and the connection cable for Personal
Computer Item 335919.

Division of the system
In one-family systems the switchboard can be
programmed to give two “divisions” to distinguish the
calls to the home itself from those, for example, to an
office or workshop or other which forms part of the
same dwelling.
The two base telephone lines can be used separately
for the two services while the telephone remain common
allowing internal intercommunication. The door entry
calls can also be separate using a 2-pushbutton speaker
module.

Description:
  1 - Mains power supply 230V a.c. 50 to 60 Hz.
  2 - Staircase light relay (operation/remote operation).
  3 - Extensions from 401 to 408. Connection 1 for

telephone 401; emergency telephone line 1 and a
fast line can be programmed. Connection 2 for
telephone 402; emergency telephone line 2.

  4 - Connector to expand local lines.
  5 - Connector for PC connection for switchboard

programming.
  6 - Back-up battery (not available).
  7 - Local lines 1 and 2.
  8 - Speaker module of the door entry system or riser

interface and video distributor.
  9 - Relay for operation/remote operation and video

distributor.
10 - On-hold music from outside source.
11 - 25-way connector to expand extensions (up to 16

telephones).

Accessories
There is a series of accessories which, connected to
the basic switchboard, can expand its performance
and potential as the user required.
Up to 4 telephone lines and 16 intercom telephones can
be installed. As well as the basic relay for staircase light
8 extra relays can be connected to give up to 9 different
commands.

Caution
To guarantee correct operation of the PABX
switchboard the earth connection must be made in
compliance with the regulations in force.
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PABX
Analog
telephone
switchboard
Item 335828

Installation: on DIN rail with 10 modules

Capacity:
external telephone lines 2 (expandable in 4 with modules Item 335913) - analog
telefoni o apparecchi derivati 8 (expandable in 16 with modules Item 335912)

Compatibility with video door entry systems:
analog system with interface Item 335910 and distributor Item 335918
2-wire system with interface Item 346810
digital system with interface Item 335910 and distributor Item 335918
Note: Each interface Item 335910 manages only one door entry or video door entry call. With the PABX Item

335828, it is possible to manage up to 2 calls even in different rooms, e.g., house and workshop,
house and office, with the extensions intercommunicating between the 2 units.

Connections:
connection of extensions 2-wire with telephone pair ≥ 0.28mm2

max. distance of extensions 200m
connection of telephone lines 2-wire

Dialling system: pulse-dialling / touch-tone

Power supply:
power line voltage 230V a.c. ±10%
power line frequency 50 to 60Hz
required power 20VA
dissipated power 12W

Staircase light contact (remote controlled): 6A resistive — 2A inductive 230V a.c.

Overvoltage and overcurrent protection: differential and common mode integration with earth
on telephone lines conductor on the relative terminal

Mechanical and environmental features:
Weight 900 gr
Operating temperature 0°C - 40°C

Call signalling (bell rythms): (*)
internal call 600ms/200ms/200ms/4s
external call 1s/4s
audio internal unit call 400ms/400ms/400ms/400ms/400ms/1s

Service programming: from any telephone or by means of PC from connector IOIOI

Emergency service: in case of power supply cut, the telephone 401 can
directly access the local line 1 and the telephone 402
to the local line 2

(*) N.B.: The durations are reported in the sequence impulse/pause/impulse/pause etc.
Full compatibility with the TELECOM Italia  Extra Telephone Services (call transfer, call announcement,
three-line conversation)

Normative reference
The Items 335828 comes with the CE Declaration of Conformity and complies with the essential requirements
of the 1999/5/CE directive because the following standards are observed:

EN 60950 EN 50081-1 EN 50082-1 ETSI TBR21 ETSI ES 201187 V 1.1.1
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PABX - Accessories
Expansion module for 1 telephone line Item 335913
Size 3 DIN modules

It is supplied complete with a three-way multicable for
the connection of 1 or 2 modules. A PLT1 protection
must be provided for each telephone line. An emergency
telephone cannot be provided on the second module
for the fourth local line; in systems with four telephone
lines, there can therefore be a maximum of three
emergency telephones (401, 402 and 403). Extension
403 must be connected to the first extra module,
instead of to the switchboard.

Expansion module for 4 extensions Item 335912
Size 3 DIN modules
It can be connected directly to the switchboard by
means of its 25-way connector or, if a second rail is
used, it can be connected by means of the multicable
with connectors Item 335921.

Expansion module for operation/remote operation Item
335916 (can also be used with Item 335818)
Size 3 DIN modules
It contains 4 relays for remote operations.
Contact output: 4A resistive, 1.5A inductive at cosϕ
0.5, voltage 230V a.c.

Telephone line expansion modules

Extension expansion
module

PABX telephone switchboard

Actuator expansion
modules

Expansions
for
telephone
switchboard
Item335828

INPUT TELEPHONE

LINES 1 and 2

Telephone line 4
Telephone line 3

Connection
Emergency Telephone 3

BASIC RELAY EXTENSIONS

EXTENSIONS

ACTUATOR

RELAY

ACTUATOR

RELAY

9 10 13 14

11 12 15 16

PABX telephone switchboard
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PABX - Accessories
PLT1
telephone
line
protection

Item PLT1 is a protection for telephone line which must
be used in every system where a telephone switchboard
or an electronic device connected to the telephone line,
e.g.: fax, modem, telephone combiner, answering
machine, cordless phone, etc. are installed.
The PLT1 must be connected to the local line by means
of the “IN” terminals and to the device to be protected
by means of the “OUT” terminals.
For correct operation use the telephone cable for the
connections to the “IN and OUT” terminals, while use a
cable of cross-section not less than 2.5 mm2 for the
earth connection.

Features
Rated discharge current 5KA with impulse 8/20µsec
Max conductor cross-section 4mm2

Dimensions 2 DIN modules
Installation on DIN rail

Caution
The PLT1 must be connected to the earth system.
The efficiency of the protection increases as the
length of the connection between the PLT1 and the
main terminal of the earth system decreases: this
system must conform to CEI standards.

Normative references
The Items PLT1 comes with the CE Declaration of Conformity and complies with the essential requirements
of the 1999/5/CE directive because the following standards are observed:

EN 41003 EN 50081-1 EN 50082-1 ETSI TBR 21

a b
IN

a b
OUT

3

21

Terminal description
1 – Input for the telephone line connection
2 – Earth connection
3 – Telephone line output

PLT1
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PABX - Accessories
Video
distributor
Item 335918

The video distributor, used together with expandable
telephone switchboards Item 335818 and 335828,
speaker module Item 335902 and camera module Item
332510, can make one-family or two-family video door
entry telephone systems with one or two divisions
(telephones common to two dwellings). The cabling is
extremely simple and entirely in a star, maintaining the
combination of all the telephone services with the video
door entry services.

- Up to two telephones with video sections,
- up to two dedicated video entrance panels (speaker

module Item 335902 and camera module Item
332510),

- up to two calls from an analog or digital floor
distribution block,

can be directly connected to the system made up of the
PABX and the distribution block.

- Internal and external separate
- Minidome
cameras can be connected instead of the dedicated
entrance panels.

From a functional point of view, the systems can carry
out as follows:
- the CCTV of the common cameras (entrance panels)

and/or private (local);
- simultaneous switching on of the 2 video internal

units (add an additional power supply Item 336010
to the system).

Features:
Power supply 230 Vac ± 10% 50Hz
Max. absorption 120 mA max 50Hz
Operating temperature da 0°C a +40°C
Weight 925 g

Description:
  1 - Network pow  er supply 230 V a.c. 50 Hz.
  2 - Choice of the type of system (analog without

bridge, digital with bridge).
  3 - Input for the connection of an external power

supply (Item 336010), for the simultaneous
switching on of the two video-telephone-audio
internal units.

  4 - Terminals for the connection to the PABX
switchboard (Item 335818 or 335828) to be carried
out between the corresponding terminals using
the 6-conductor cable supplied.

  5 - Connection to the extension of the PABX (401).
  6 - Connection to the extension of the PABX (402).
  7 - Connection to the first video-telephone-audio

internal unit (IU1).
  8 - Connection to the second video-telephone-au-

dio internal unit (IU2).
  9 - EP loudspeaker volume adjustment.
10 - Connection to the analog/digital riser first call

(with 1 or 2 divisions).
11 - Connection to the analog/digital riser second

call (with 2 divisions).
12 - Connection to the first dedicated EP 1 (speaker

module Item 335902 and camera Item 332510)
or to a non-“Sfera” camera.

13 - Connection to the second dedicated EP 2
(speaker module Item 335902 and camera Item
332510) or to a non-“Sfera” camera.

14 - EP microphone volume adjustment.
15 - 25-way basin connector for the connection to

the Video Expander Item 335925.

4 5 61 32
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PABX - Accessories
Video
expander
Item 335925

The video expander is an accessory which must only
be used together with the video distributor Item 335918
and the expandable telephone switchboards Item
335818 and Item 335828. It can further expand the
video door entry telephone system:
- video door entry telephones from 2 to 8;
- dedicated video entrance panels from 2 to 3 (only if

there are no floor distribution block calls);
- to install another camera from those which can be

used with the distributor (separate, minidome, living,
light and light tech).

Also the “simultaneous switching on” function of 2
video door entry telephones (chosen from the 6) is
possible only if the function is not used on the video
distributor Item 335918, with the addition of a power
supply Item 336010.
Item 335925 can be directly connected (side-by-side)
with the video distributor Item 335918 by means of its
25-way connectors (if installed on the same DIN rail as
the distributor). If instead two DIN rails are used, the
connection must be made using the multicable supplied
with the video expander.

Features:
Operating temperature from 0°C to +40°C
Dimensions 10 DIN modules
Weight 925 g

Description:
  1 - Input for the connection of an external power

supply (Item 336010), for the simultaneous
switching on of the two video-telephone-internal
units.

  2 - Connection to the extension line of the PABX
(403).

  3 - Connection to the extension line of the PABX
(404).

  4 - Connection to the extension line of the PABX
(405).

  5 - Connection to the extension line of the PABX
(406).

  6 - Connection to the extension line of the PABX
(407).

  7 - Connection to the extension line of the PABX
(408).

  8 - Connection to the third video-telephone-internal
unit (IU3).

  9 - Connection to the fourth video-telephone-internal
unit (IU4).

10 - Connection to the fifth video-telephone-internal
unit (IU5).

11 - Connection to the sixth video-telephone-internal
unit (IU6).

12 - Connection to the seventh video-telephone-
internal unit (IU7).

13 - Connection to the eigth video-telephone-internal
unit (IU8).

14 - Connection to a non “Sfera” camera.
15 - Connection to the third dedicated entrance panel

(speaker module Item 335902 and camera Item
332510) or only non “Sfera” camera.

16 - 25-way basin connector for the connection to
the Video Distributor Item 335918.

4 5 61 32
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PABX

PBX15D
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Analog
telephone
switchboard
Item PBX15D

The PABX switchboard can make systems with typical
performances of the telephone switchboards
combined with those of door entry/video door entry
systems.

The switchboard can manage 1 telephone line, 1
audio internal/video internal unit line and 5 internal
telephones (known as extensions); each extension
can eventually be connected, in series or in parallel, to
another telephone device, increasing the capacity of
the system up to a maximum of 10 telephones.

For its compact dimension, simple installation, easy
use and to service flexibility, the PBX 15D switchboard
is particularly suitable for use in houses, shops or
small offices.

The switchboard guarantees full compatibility with
both the pulse-dialling telephones (such as the disc
telephones) and the multi-frequency keypad
telephones, with tone dialling.
The extensions, connected to the switchboard, can
thus be of any type, including the bistandard
telephones (pulse-dialling/multi-frequency), the
cordless telephone and the multi-function devices.

The switchboard has a Room monitor service for the
audio monitoring of the rooms. It can also be connected
directly to a audio internal unit or video internal unit
entrance panel, to automatically control the opening
door lock and switch on the staircase lights.

The switchboard programming can be made from any
extension of the system itself by introducing simple
codes and is saved permanently, until the user modifies
it (an appropriate code prevents illegal programming).

In case of power supply cut, the extension device no.1
remains connected to the external telephone line
automatically, allowing to communicate even on
emergency conditions.

A relay is fitted in the switchboard that can be used for
remote operation (in monostable or bistable mode) of
various controls such as boiler, garden watering,
lights, etc. The control can be sent from the extensions
or from the telephone line.

Extensions

Switchboard
PABX

Audio
power supply

Door entry
entrance panel

Telephone line

41 42 43 44 45
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PABX
Analog
telephone
switchboard
Item
PBX15D

Installation: by DIN cubicle, or wall-mounted by DIN rail
Capacity:
External lines 1
Internal extensions 5
Interface for door entry systems: integrated
Connection network:
Max. distance of the internal units 200m
Connection of the internal units 2-wire (telephone pair)
Local line connection 2-wire (telephone pair)
Telephone line connection see wiring diagram
Dialling system: pulse-dialling / touch-tone
Power supply:
Power line voltage 230V (+10% -10%) 50Hz
Required power 12W
Door lock opening contact: max 24V - 3A
Staircase light contact: max 24V – 1A
Overvoltage and overcurrent protection: internal
Mechanical and environmental features:
Dimensions 180x90x60mm
Weight 230g
Operating temperature 0°C - 40°C
Timing of internal tones: (*)
start dialling tone continuous two-tone
call control tone (free) 1s/4s
busy tone 500ms/500ms
time-out tone 100ms/100ms
overcrowded tone 200ms/200ms
on-hold tone 200ms/200ms/200ms/3400ms
alerting tone 100ms/4900ms
confirm tone 100ms/100ms/100ms/100ms/100ms/1500ms
configuration error tone 100ms/100ms/300ms/300ms/500ms/2s
audio internal unit on-hold tone 200ms/100ms/200ms/100ms/500ms/2s
audio internal unit alerting tone 100ms/100ms/100ms/4700ms
Call signalling (bell rythm): (*)
internal call 600ms/200ms/200ms/4s
external call 1s/4s
audio internal unit call 400ms/400ms/400ms/400ms/400ms/1s
Service programming: from any extension
Emergency service: in case of power supply cut, the extension no.1 is

connected directly with the external telephone line
(*)  N.B.: The durations are reported in the sequence impulse/pause/impulse/pause etc.

Full compatibility with the TELECOM Italia Extra Telephone Services.

Normative references
The Items PBX15D comes with the CE Declaration of Conformity and complies with the essential
requirements of the 1999/5/CE directive because the following standards are observed:

EN 60950 EN 50081-1 EN 50082-1 ETSI TBR21 ETSI ES 201187 V 1.1.1.
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Installation accessories
Cabling
taster
Item 336950

The Tester Item 336950 is a kit of devices which can
check the correct cabling of Terraneo audio and video
systems.
The following types of system can be checked:
- audio and video with analog riser
- audio and video with digital riser (6 – 8 wires)
The kit is made up of three devices:
- transmitter - TX
- receiver - RX
- junction module Item 336950
The transmitter emits the signals; if on the receiver the
LED light up as laid down for the various types of
system, this means that the connection in the stretch
being tested is correct.
If there is a fault the following three conditions may
occur:
- short circuit; two or more LED light up at the same

time;
- inversion; the LED lighting sequence does not

correspond with that laid down;
- break; one or more LED do not light up during the

sequence.

As well as the LED, on the receiver there is a receiver
with the number 5 at the side. When checking the
analog systems, the letter A, B, C or D will appear on
the display to check the correspondence with the call
pushbuttons 5A, 5B, 5C or 5D of the various modules;
in the digital systems the letter A will appear for all the
internal units because the microprocessor establishes
the correspondence with the pushbuttons.
In the systems with call to the floor, the receiver emits
an audible signal (at the same time as LED 1 lights up
for analog systems or LED 6 for digital systems) on
pressing the call to the floor pushbutton.
The junction modules must be used, replacing the floor
distribution block, only to check the video analog
systems.

Description of the transmitter
1 - Socket for 9V power supply battery
2 - ON signal LED
3 - ON/OFF switch
4 - Spring terminal
5 - Socket for pull-out 8-pole connector of the digital system
6 - Socket for pull-out 8-pole connector of the analog speaker

module
7 - Socket for pull-out 4-pole connector of the speaker

module
8 - Socket for pull-out 4-pole connector of the analog

pushbutton module

Description of the receiver
1 - Socket for pull-out 4-pole connector of the analog systems
2 - Socket for pull-out 8-pole connector of the analog and

digital systems
3 - Audio – video power supply changeover switch
4 - Display signalling the correspondence with the call

pushbutton (5A, 5B, 5C or 5D)
5 - Numbering to check power supply connections
6 - Connection sequence signal LED
7 - Numbering to check internal unit and riser connections
8 - Spring terminal for the inspection of the connections to

the Sprint audio internal unit and to the audio power
supply

Transmitter - TX Receiver - RX

1

5

6

7

8

4

3
8

5

6

7

4

3

2

1

2
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Power supplies - Accessories
Power supply
Item 346000

Power supply for audio 2-wire system to be used
together with speaker module Item 342170 or in
universal speaker unit Item 346991, to make systems
up to 100 internal units (up to 56 with Item 346991).
This device is also used in video 2-wire systems
together with Item 346830.
Features:
- Safety devices with double insulation
- 8 DIN enclosure
- Input 230V a.c. 50Hz
- Outputs:

- Bus 27V
- 1-2 27V d.c.

- Dissipated power: 11W

The device must not be configured.

Power supply
Item 346010

Power supply for audio 2-wire system to be used
together with speaker module Item 342150 or in
universal speaker unit Item 346991, to make systems
up to 26 internal units.

Features:
- Safety devices with double insulation
- 6 DIN enclosure
- Input 230V a.c. 50Hz
- Outputs:

- Bus 24V 250 mA
- 1-2 12V a.c. 1A

- Dissipated power: 9W

The device must not be configured.

Video adapter
Item 346830

Video adapter to be combined to the power supply
Item 346000 in the making of only video systems.
Features:
- 2-DIN enclosure

Description:
1 - BUS PS input (withdrawable terminal).
2 - BUS TK output (fixed terminal entrance panels).
3 - BUS IU output (fixed terminal internal units).
4 - Configurator housing.

The device must be configured.

BUS 2 1

BUS
PI

BUS
TK

PS

4

1

2 3

346000

346010

Input
230V~

Output

Input
230V~

Power supply to be used to supply the separate
camera Item 391616 and the minidome camera Item
391615.

Features:
- 6-DIN enclosure

- Input 230V a.c. 50Hz
- Output 12V d.c. 1,2A

Power supply
for cameras
Item 392100

392100

Output

Input
230V~
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Power supplies
Power supply for audio systems made with the
analog system

Features:
Safety devices with double insulation
- 6 DIN modules enclosure
- Input 230V a.c. ± 10%
- Outputs: 1 0V d.c.

12 +12V d.c.
22 0V a.c.
24 12V a.c.

- Dissipated power: 6.4W
Protection with PTC on primary and secondary.
A maximum of 10 lamps 24V 3W (that is 10 modules)
and one electric door lock 12V 1.2A can be power
supplied.

Power supply
Item 336000

336010

336000

Outputs

Input
230V~

Power supply for video systems made with the
analog system, and audio and/or video systems
made with the digital system

Features:

Safety devices with double insulation

- 10-DIN-module enclosure
- Input 230V a.c. ± 10%
- 8-terminal connector for analog (PSO reference)
- Outputs:   1 0V d.c.

  2 +24V d.c.
12 +12V d.c.
22 0V a.c.
24 12V a.c. (lamps)
  6 door lock relay control input
23 door lock output 0V a.c.

- Dissipated power: 23W
- 8-terminal connector for  digital (OUT reference)
- Outputs: 1 0V d.c.

2 24V d.c. power supply
3-4 24V d.c. voice
5-6 24V d.c. data bus
7-8 video signal (by-pass)

- Dissipated power: 22W (video) - 12W (audio)

Protection with PTC on primary
Protection with PTC on output for lamps, door lock
and BUS. Auto-resetting thermal protection on
output in direct current.
A maximum of 10 lamps 24V 3W (that is 10 modules)
and one electric door lock 12V 1.2A can be power
supplied.

Power supply
Item 336010

PSO
connector

Input
230V~

OUT
connector

Note :
For mains voltages different from 230V a.c.
the following Items can be selected, instead
of the power supply proposed Item  336010
(230V a.c.) :
Item supply voltage
336011 127V a.c. 50-60 Hz
336012 110V a.c. 50-60 Hz

Note :
For mains voltages different from
230V a.c. the following Items can
be selected, instead of the power
supply proposed Item 336000
(230V a.c.) :

Item supply voltage
336001 127V a.c. 50-60 Hz
336002 110V a.c. 50-60 Hz
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Power supplies - Accessories
Power
supplies for
back-up
battery
Item 336020

Power supply for audio systems made with the
analog system, preset for the connection to a back-
up battery NOT provided.

Features:

Safety devices with double insulation

- 8-DIN-module enclosure
- Input 230V a.c. ± 10% 50-60Hz
- 8-terminal connector (PSO reference)
- Outputs: 1 0V d.c.

12 +12V d.c. power supply
22 0V a.c.
23 12V square wave 50 Hz
24 12V a.c. (lamps)

- Batteries Pb 12V - 7Ah
- Dissipated power: from network 15W

from battery 8W
- Operating temperature: -5 +35°C
- Life (with battery 12V 7Ah): over 2 hours (when the

system is supplied by battery, the tag lamp are
switched off.) The battery is automatically excluded
when run-down (as a result of both prolonged
operation and during installation phase).

Power
supplies for
back-up
battery
Item 336030

Power supply for video systems made with the
analog system and audio and/or video systems
made with the digital system.
The power supply is preset for the connection to a
back-up battery NOT provided.

Features:
Safety devices with double insulation

- 8 DIN modules enclosure
- Input 230V a.c. ± 10% 50-60Hz
- 8-terminal connector for digital (OUT reference)
- Outputs: 1 0V d.c.

2 24V d.c. power supply
3-4 24V d.c. voice
5-6 24V d.c. data bus
7-8 video signal (by-pass)

- Dissipated power: from network <16W (video and audio)
from battery <18W (video and audio)

- 8-terminal connector for  analog (PSO reference)
- Outputs:   1 0V d.c.

  2 24V d.c.
12 12V d.c.
24 0V a.c.
22 12V a.c. (lamps)
  6 door lock relay control input
23 door lock output

12V (square wave 50Hz)
- Batteries Pb 12V - 7Ah
- Dissipated power: from network <18W

from battery <15W
- Operating temperature: -5 +35°C
- Life (with battery12V 7Ah): over 2 hours (when the

system is supplied by battery, the tag lamp are
switched off.) The battery is automatically excluded
when run-down (as a result of both prolonged
operation and during installation phase).
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Table of correspondence between conductor colours
and terminal numbers

Cables
Cable for
systems
Item 336904

The cable has been purposely projected to obtain the
maximum performances of the 2-wire video door
entry system. Actually, this system also operates
correctly with existing cables but it is advisable to use
the considered cable to reach distances greater than
100m.
It is made up of a pair of twisted conductors.
The colour of one conductor is brown, while the other
is brown/white; both of them have a section of 0.50mm2

and can be bought by coils of 200 metres.

Features
– External sheath:

- Colour White RAL 9010
- Maximum external diameter 5.00 mm
- A metric measuring indicator and the year of

manufacture are shown on the sheath
- Section of the single conductors: 0.50mm2

- Electric resistance: < 45 Ohm /Km a 20°C
- Operating temperature: –15°C a +70°C

Conditions for use
The cable can be laid underground in conformity with
the CEI 20-13 and CEI 20-14 standards and is thus
suitable to be used as follows:
- In the open air, inside trunkings, passage-ways

and pipes
- Laid underground by means of suitable pipes
- Inside walls with suitable pipes.

Please remember that the UTP5 cable and the
telephone cables on the market do not satisfy the
reference standards requirements and are not suitable
to be laid underground even if there are suitable
trunkings.
The cable guarantees a isolation limit up to 300/500V
(therefore, it could co-exist with the line 230Va.c. on
safety conditions).
In spite of this, it is not recommended to make such
systems, and the correct functioning of a system is
not guaranteed if installed in this way, because
consequent problems might not be avoided.

Cable for
systems
Item 336900,
Item 336903

The cable has been purposely projected for making
door entry unit and video door entry systems with the
digital system.
It complies with the following standards:
- CEI 20-22 II
- CEI 20-13
- CEI 20-11
- CEI 20-14
- CEI 20-29
- CEI 46-5/46-21
The cable is made up of 3 pairs of single twisted
conductors for the signals and 2 conductors for the
low voltage power supply of the devices. The
conductors for the (blue and red) power supply have
a section of 1.5mm2; the conductors for (green-green
white, orange-orange white, brown-brown white)
signals have a section of 0.35mm2.
The twisting of the three pairs of conductors has been
made with different pitches to optimize the transmission
of the single signals.
Therefore, it is important to respect the reference
colour-function indicated in the diagrams. The cable
can be bought by:
- coil of 100 metres Item 336900
- skein of 500 metres Item 336903.

Features
– External sheath:

- PVC material
- External diameter 9.50mm +/- 0.15mm (tight

tubing)
- Colour Green  RAL 6018
- Hardness 87A Shore
- A metric measuring indicator and the year of

manufacture are shown on the sheath.
– Isolating sheath of the conductors  (1.5mm2): PVC
– Isolating sheath of the conductors (0.35mm2):

Poliethylene
– Conductor materials (1.5 mm2): red copper

(28x0.25 Cu)
– Conductor materials (0,35mm2): red copper

(11x0,20 Cu)
– Rated operation voltage: 450/750 V
– Electrical resistance of the conductors (1.5mm2):

� 13.30 Ohm / Km a 20°C
– Electrical resistance of the conductors (0.35mm2):

� 57 Ohm / Km a 20°C
– Isolation resistance: >> 3000 Mohm  / Km a 20°C
– Mutual capacity: � 120nF
– Bending radius: minimum 100mm

Note: fire-prevention cable.

Warning: the cable must not be laid underground
without appropriate pipes.

In alternative to cable Item 346900, conductors with
the following specifications can be used:

function type of cable
1-2  Power supply 1.5 mm2

3-4  Audio category 5
5-6  Bus category 5
7-8  Video category 5

1 2 43

5 6 87

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Blue -
Red+
Orange
White-Orange
Brown

White-Brown

Green
White-Green

Power supply

Audio

Bus

Video

Terminal
number

Wire
colour

Function


